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Transform it  

Graphic organisers are a great way of transforming written notes into visual 

revision topics.  They can be used to show links, create a narrative, identify the 

causes/consequences and importance of something. 

Sequence orders 

Manufacturing process stages; risk 
assessment stages; life cycle analysis 
stages or the stages of the design 
process. 

Material Types 

Properties/characteristics and 
uses of range of materials. 

What methods can you  use to revise D&T efficiently and 

effectively to retain the most information? 

Flash cards  

A set of cards with questions on one side and answers on the other.  They 

can be colour coded for different topics and used to quiz yourself or 

others.  Combine with dual coding, transform it or the BIG 

 picture to build sets of cards that link revision 

Key terminology 

Create definitions of 
key terms for 
each unit or 
topic. 

Concept Mapping 

At the end of a topic 
mind map all you can 
remember and then 
link ideas together.  
Then use your notes to 
further add to the 
map. 

Flow charts 

Use flow charts to 
show sequences of 
processes. 

Revision clock 

Write notes on key terms from 
the same topic or linked concepts from 
different topics. Only spend time on the 
clock filling in information to break 
down into key chunks. 

Compare and contrast 

Use a Venn diagram to 
compare and contrast 
products, processes 
or materials 

Case studies 

Summarise the 
features of design eras/key 
designers/products. 

Products 

Draw products and add bullet points to 
describe materials, processes, 
environmental impact, user analysis etc. 

Process sequences 

Draw the sequence and annotate 
with notes. 

Lifecycles 

Draw the graph with description 
written next to it. 

Specification mini 
topics 

Use to summarise 
the key points of 
each section. 

Cornell Method 

Gets you to “think” about your 

revision.  Split revision pages/book 

into three sections: main idea; 

note taking and summary.  

Interleaving 

Rather than revising all topics at once 

(cramming) you should revise chunks of a topic 

for small amounts of time (15 minutes) and 

then move onto another chunk from a different 

Practice exam questions 

Mix up the topics of each  

question you try.  Use 

older and newer  

papers 

 

The BIG picture 

Ensure that you are confident with the big 

overview of each unit of work/topic and where 

there are connections between topics. 

What do you know already? 

Write down/mind map everything you know 
about a topic before you revise it . 

Where are the links? 

Create a mind map to show links between 
units and topics.   

 
Unit summaries 

Read the specification 
summaries for each 
unit of work;  what is 
the big picture in each 
one? 

 

Retrieval Practice 

Testing what you know is a 

really powerful revision 

method; the effort needed to 

remember something 

strengthens your memory 

allowing quicker retrieval 

next time. 

Knowledge organisers 

Use these to create “absolutely must know” quizzes 

Quizzes 

Multiple choice, true or false, short answer questions, odd one out. 

Create paper versions or use apps such as Quizlet, Memrise to 

create quizzes based on topics. Test your self, test others or get 

someone to test you which is a good one to ask your parents to 

help with so that they can see how hard you are revising! 

 

Spaced 

Create tests on old and 

new content.. Repeat 

again at different times. 

Exam questions 

Answer past exam questions 

using CUSTARD and PEEL 

techniques. Check and 

correct answers. 

Deliberate Practice 

Set time aside to practice improving 

your knowledge or D&T skills.  Choose 

what you need to do; it must be tough 

enough to challenge you and practice, 

practice, practice! 

Focusing on knowledge or skills you are almost able 

to do but not just yet is a good use of this 

technique. 

Exam questions 

Study material on a topic, complete practice questions in timed 

conditions.  Then use your notes and mark scheme to improve your 

answer. A week later repeat or complete a similar question. Repeat as 

necessary until you perfect your response. 

Model answers 

Pull apart model answers to 

identify the key parts. Answer 

the question yourself and 

compare how well you did. 

Try all the methods suggested to find out what works well 

for you.  A mix of methods will keep revision interesting... 

Dual coding 

Putting your knowledge 

into visual form along 

side written notes. This 

makes different parts of 

your brain work 

together and 

improves learning. 


